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Abstract

The Korea Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (KALIMER) is in its stage

of design concept establishment. KALIMER uses multi-barriers against

the release of radioactive material from the reactor core : the fuel itself,

the fuel cladding, reactor coolant, reactor vessel and head, and

containment. For the enhanced safety, however, the safety approach like a

defense-in-depth philosophy, which focuses not only on mitigating the

consequences of accidents but also on preventing accidents and limiting

the challenges of an accident to each of the physical barriers, should be

emphasized in the design.

This study describes the KALIMER safety approach, how to establish

the safety criteria and temperature limit, how to define safety evaluation

events, and some safety R&D needs items.

It is recommended that the KALIMER safety approach use seven

levels of safety design and a defense-in-depth design approach with

particular emphasis on inherent passive features. These levels are as

follows;

® basic design characteristics for accident prevention

(2) limiting the challenges to the physical barriers

(H) protection against anticipated events and unlikely events

® limiting core damage through the inherent safety features

© confining the released fission products and molten fuel remain within

the reactor vessel

© ensuring that the off-site doses are very low

® overall protection that ensures the risk to the public health and safety

remains acceptably low



In order to establish a set of DBEs for KALIMER safety evaluation,

the procedure how to define safety evaluation events is addressed. Final

selection , however, is to be determined later with the final establishment

of design concepts. On the basis of preliminary studies and evaluation of

the plant safety related areas, KALIMER and PRISM have following

three main differences that may require special R&Ds for KALIMER;

® the use of SASS

(2) the use of different IHTS configuration

(3) the use of flux detector below the seismic isolators.
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1. Introduction

KALIMER's safety philosophy is based on three principles that

have evolved through the history of nuclear power reactor development.

These are:

1) Prevent equipment failures and accidents,

2) Limit the consequences of accidents and confine them to as

close to where they occur as possible, and

3) Reduce the likelihood of accidents to a level commensurate with

the seriousness of their consequences.

The first two principles are discussed in chapter 2. The third

concept is discussed in chapter 3. The remainder of this section provides

the basis and specifications of the design requirements that ensure that the

safety philosophy is implemented in the KALIMER design.

2. Safety Design Philosophy and Design Requirements

2.1 Defense-in-Depth / Level-of-Safety Concepts

KALIMER is designed in accordance with a defense-in-depth

safety philosophy that utilizes multiple fission product barriers to prevent

the release of radioactivity to the environment, and multiple levels of

safety to protect these barriers and reduce the consequences of their

failure. While this philosophy is similar in principle to the safety

philosophy of other nuclear power plants, KALIMER's safety philosophy



has taken advantage of the advanced defense-in-depth safety concepts

used in the PRISM reactor which emphasize inherent safety and use of

design features, such as seismic isolators, that reduce the challenges to

the fission product barriers and safety systems.

KALIMER has three fission product barriers to physically prevent

the release of fission products to the outside environment. These are the

fuel pin cladding, the primary coolant boundary, and the containment.

The following discussion addresses the multiple levels of safety

employed in KALIMER to protect each of the above barrier.

The first level of safety is the inherent and basic design

characteristics. This level focuses on reliable normal operation, and

accident prevention through features of the plant design, construction,

operation and maintainability. This includes reliability enhancement

through redundancy, vigorous quality assurance, testability,

inspectability, and simplified fail safe system designs.

The second level of safety limits the challenges to the above

barriers recognizing that external challenges (e.g., earthquakes) and

components failures may occur during the plant design life. Examples of

the limiting features used in KALIMER are:

1) Seismic isolators to protect the safety grade equipment against

earthquake challenges,

2) Use of four primary pumps; the failure of any one or two of them

will not seriously degrade the core flow,



3) Use of fast runback of the control rods to quickly shut the reactor

down instead of scram in response to benign, more frequent events

requiring reactor shutdown, thus reducing the thermal shock on the

reactor structures, and

4) Use of two IHTS loops; the loss of either loop (by sodium

leakage for example) will not be a common cause for failure of the

heat removal capability via the IHTS, thus reducing the temperature

increase of the primary sodium on IHTS failures.

The third level of safety protects the fuel cladding, recognizing

that more serious accidents than above may occur despite the care taken

in design, construction, and operation associated with the first two levels

of safety. This third level focuses on the protection against anticipated

events and unlikely events. The reactor shutdown system, actuated by the

reactor protection system (RPS), and shutdown heat removal systems

(SHRS) provide high reliability protection functions.

The fourth level of safety limits core damage given failure or late

response of the reactor shutdown system. This level of safety comprises

the built-in inherent safety features like the GEMS and negative

temperature and power reactivity coefficients of the reactor to limit the

power increase.

The fifth level of safety focuses primarily on extremely unlikely

events which may lead to core meltdown. This level ensures that the

released fission products and molten fuel remain confined within the
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reactor vessel. To accomplish this level of protection the reactor vessel

head is designed with enough margin to accommodate the pressure loads

from a hypothetical energetic severe accident and a core retention plate,

designed to retain a whole molten core, is included within the vessel.

The sixth level of safety provides further protection to the public

by ensuring that the off-site doses are too low to require any evacuation

even under extreme assumptions that are beyond the design basis of the

reactor vessel head. This is accomplished by ensuring the leak tightness

of the outer containment assuming a reactor head seal failure that leads to

the release of all of the fission gases and up to (TBD) kgs of primary

sodium as a result of hypothetical energetic BDBA.

The seventh level of safety provides the overall protection that

ensures that even if the previous levels of safety fail to perform as

expected, the risk to the public health and safety remains acceptably low.

2.2 Conformance with General/Principal Design Criteria (TBD)

2.3 Codes and Standards

Paragraph 50.34 of 10 CFR 50 requires that the preliminary safety

analysis report (PSAR) for each nuclear power plant lists the principal

design criteria for that plant. The principal design criteria establish the

necessary design, fabrication, construction, testing, and performance

requirements for structures, systems, and components important to safety,
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that is, structures, systems, and components that provide reasonable

assurance that the facility can be operated without undue risk to the health

and safety of the public.

Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 provides a list of 55 general design

criteria (GDC), which are divided into 6 groups, and are intended to

establish minimum requirements for the principal design criteria for

water-cooled nuclear power plants. The general design criteria are also

considered to be generally applicable to other types of nuclear power

units and are intended to provide guidance in establishing the principal

design criteria for such other units.

While these criteria provide guidance for all types of nuclear

power plants, they are specifically oriented toward water reactors. As a

result of the increased design and development activities directed toward

the establishment of commercial liquid metal reactor plants in the 1970s,

the need for more specific guidance for the design of these plants was

recognized. Consequently, the ANS subcommittee 54.1 was established

to develop and interpret these criteria for the LMR. The effort of the

subcommittee resulted in the ANS Standard "General safety design

criteria for a liquid metal reactor nuclear power plant". In developing the

Standard, emphasis was placed on retaining the 10 CFR 50, Appendix A

criteria without change wherever applicable to LMRs. Changes and/or

additions were made to reflect the unique characteristics of LMRs. The

general design criteria in the ANS Standard are divided into 6 groups and

are 58 in number. Because there is no similar design criterion in the

10CFR50 GDCs to account for the high chemical activity of sodium with

such common plant materials as water, air, and concrete, the ANS
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Standard contains criteria for LMR reactor designs which were developed

to limit the consequences of chemical reactions resulting from a sodium

leak.

The ANS Standard was developed specifically for a loop type

reactor. For deriving a set of principal design criteria for the KALIMER,

we need to adopt, to the maximum extent practicable, the 10CFR GDC

which are considered generally applicable to KALIMER, the ANS

sodium-related criteria if applicable, and develop additional criteria when

necessary to address the unique characteristics of the KALIMER.

3. Safety Criteria and Temperature Limits

3.1 Accident Severity Classification / Consequence Limits

Consistent with the third safety principle stated earlier (reducing

the likelihood of accidents as the consequences become more serious),

KALIMER uses an event/accident classification scheme that limits the

consequences of each event category in accordance with the event's

frequency of occurrence. This classification is then used to define specific

design basis accidents (DBA); to be evaluated conservatively, and beyond

design basis accidents (BDBA); to be evaluated realistically, to ensure an

adequate design margin. The design structural and temperature limits, and

the public consequence limits that must be met are also defined for each

event class. The steps involved in determining the above limits are as

follows:
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1) Define the range of frequency of each event category based on

past design and regulatory practices.

2) Define the acceptable consequences within each event category

in terms of radiological consequences, and the structural response.

3) Express the radiological consequences in terms of regulatory

limits.

4) Designate an ASME service level (defined below) corresponding

to the acceptable structural response of the event category

5) Determine the ASME stress and temperature limits

corresponding to the defined service levels.

The ASME levels referred to above correspond to the service

loading limits and loading effects defined below.

Limit A: Level A service limits are those sets of limits which must be

satisfied for all identified loadings to which the component or structure

may be subjected in the performance of its specified service function. The

component or structure will withstand the specified loadings without

failure or shortening in design life.

Level B: Level B service limits are those sets of limits which must be

satisfied for all identified loadings for which these service limits are

designated. The component or structure must withstand these loadings

without damage requiring repair.
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Level C: Level C service limits are those sets of limits which must be

satisfied for all identified loadings for which these service limits are

designated. These sets of limits permit large deformations in areas of

structural discontinuity. The occurrence of stresses to Level C limits may

necessitate the removal of the component from service for inspection or

repair of damage to the component or support.

Level D: Level D service limits are those sets of limits which must be

satisfied for all identified loadings for which these service limits are

designated. These sets of limits permit gross general deformation with

some consequent loss of dimensional stability and damage requiring

repair, which may require removal of the component from service.

The following discussion provides event classifications that have

been recommended in other applications. This is followed by the

KALIMER event classification and radiological and structural limits.

The USNRC has provided a categorization of accident types

which must be considered in the Environmental Impact Statement. Table

1 includes the nine classes of events which must be addressed for all

nuclear power plants licensed in the U.S.A. In this classification, accident

consequences are categorized in terms of the penetration of radioactive

materials through the fission product barriers.

The LMR examples are offered simply as possible candidates to

provide a framework for many of the accidents, and are without any

regulatory status. However, LWR systems have undergone considerable
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cross examination for the postulated accidents and they have a certain

regulatory status.

The ANSI/ANS-54.1 Standard uses three categories for accident

conditions as summarized below.

(1) Normal operation - Steady state operation and those departures

from steady state operation which are expected frequently or

regularly in the course of power operation, refueling, maintenance,

or maneuvering of the plant. It includes conditions such as start-up,

normal shutdown, standby, load following, limited fuel rod leakage,

operation with specific equipment out of service as permitted by

Technical Specifications, and routine inspection, testing and

maintenance of components and systems, if it is consistent with the

Technical Specifications.

(2) Anticipated operational occurrences - Those conditions of

normal operation which are expected to occur one or more times

during the life of the nuclear power unit and include but are not

limited to a loss of all offsite power, an inadvertent control rod

withdrawal, and tripping of the turbine generator set.

(3) Postulated accidents - Those events which, although not

expected to occur, are selected, in addition to normal and

anticipated operational occurrences, for establishing design bases of

systems, components and structures or selection of Exclusion

Distance and Low Population Zone for the reactor site, or both, as

defined in the 10 CFR 100, section 100.11. They represent
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bounding events which envelop variation in the types of accidents

considered and are the upper bound design basis events. Postulated

accidents together with normal operation, including anticipated

operational occurrences, represent the total spectrum of design

basis events.

Table 1. Classification of postulated accidents for Environmental Impact

Statement

Description

1. Trivial incidents

2. Small releases

3. Radwaste system failure

4. Events that release

radioactivity into the

primary system

5. Events that release

radioactivity into the

secondary system

6. Refueling accidents

inside containment

7. Accidents to spent fuel

outside containment

LMFBR examples

Single seal failure; Minor sodium leaks

IHTS valve, seal leaks; Condensate storage

tank valve leak; Turbine trip/steam venting

RAPS/CAPS valve leaks; RAPS surge tank

failure; Cover gas diversion to CAPS;

Liquid tank leaks

Fuel failures during normal operations;

Transients outside expected range of

variables

Class 4 and heat exchanger leak

Drop of fuel element; Crane impact on

head; Inadvertent floor valve opening; Loss

of forced cooling to EVST

Shipping cask drop; EVST/FHC system

leaks; Loss of forced cooling to EVST
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8. Accident initiation

events considered in

design-basis evaluation in

the safety analysis

9. Hypothetical sequences

of failures more severe

than Class 9

SG leaks; Na/water reaction; Fuel failure

propagation; Rupture of primary piping;

Pump failure or reactivity transient (with

PPS (PRISM uses the terms RPS and RCS)

operating)*

Successive failures of multiple barriers

normally provided and maintained

* Such events with PPS failure have often been assessed to established

the safety margin in the containment design and the long term decay heat

removal capability.

CAPS = cell atmosphere processing system (Not for PRISM)

IHTS = intermediate heat transport system

EVST = ex-vessel storage tank (in spent fuel) (Not for PRISM)

RAPS = radioactive argon processing system (purifies contaminated core

gas - PRISM uses Helium)

FHC = fuel handling cell

SG = steam generator

Another accident categorization, which focuses on the

classification of safety equipment, is presented in nuclear standards

developed under the sponsorship of the ANS (American Nuclear

Society). Table 2 contains a highly condensed inter-comparison of

the safety class categorization as they relate to equipment specifications.
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The LMR classes are organized according to structures, electrical and

mechanical equipment specifications.

Table 2. Safety Classification of Equipment

Safety Class(SC)

IS

IE

1M

2M

3M

Structures

Electrical

Mechanical

Description

Structures that protect safety class systems and

components; control post-accident release of

radioactive nuclides

Electrical equipment and systems that are essential

to emergency reactor shutdown, containment

isolation, core and containment heat removal

Mechanical equipment and systems which form a

part of the reactor coolant boundary essential for

safe shutdown; perform scram functions (except

for routinely replaceable components such as fuel

and absorber assemblies). Class 1M relates to the

critical or most critical components.

The following five event categories have been defined for the

safety evaluation of the KALIMER design:

(1) Normal operation - Any condition of system startup, design

range operations, hot standby, or shutdown.
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(2) Anticipated event - An off-normal condition which individually

may be expected to occur once or more during the plant's lifetime.

(3) Unlikely event - An off-normal condition which individually is

not expected to occur during the plant's lifetime; however, when

integrated over all plant component, events in this category may be

expected to occur a number of time.

(4) Extremely unlikely event - An off-normal condition of such

extremely low probability that no events in this category are

expected to occur during the plant's lifetime, but which

nevertheless represents extreme or limiting cases of failure which

are identified as design bases.

(5) Beyond design basis event - Off-normal conditions of such

extremely low probability that no events in this category are

credible during the plant's lifetime, but which have extreme

consequences that the risk (probability time consequence) from

these events merits their consideration in establishing the design.

The anticipated events have moderate frequency leading to no

abnormal radioactive releases from the facility. They include such things

as turbine trips, loss of off-site power, loss of a single reactor coolant

pump or of a feedwater pump, and so on. From an economic as well as a

safety viewpoint these events of moderate frequency should result in

plant shutdown with no radioactive release from the reactor fuel. The

plant should be capable of returning to power after the necessary

20



corrective actions are taken. There should be no radioactive release to the

environment beyond the limits established for normal operation.

The unlikely events consist of less likely but more serious

failures, such as complete loss of normal forced-coolant flow, small

breaches of the primary system, and major leaks from radioactive decay

storage tanks. These events have small probability with potential for

small radioactive release from the facility. These accidents may be

sufficiently serious to prevent the resumption of plant operation for an

extended time because of the potential for failure of some of the fuel

elements and consequent requirement for replacement and clean-up.

Although such accidents may cause a radioactive release somewhat in

excess of normal operating levels permitted by 10 CFR 20, the safety and

containment features of the plant must provide for minimal radiological

consequences compared to the standard set for the 10 CFR 100.

The extremely unlikely events are potentially severe accidents of

extremely low probability, postulated to establish performance

requirements of engineered safety features and used in evaluating the

acceptability of the facility site. These category of events consists of

highly unlikely events such as major ruptures of reactor coolant system or

of secondary system steam lines, severe nuclear transients, and so on.

These accidents are postulated to occur even though steps are taken to

prevent them, and although they are extremely unlikely to occur,

protection against them provides additional defense in depth. Extensive

fuel failure and other plant damage may result from such hypothesized

design basis accidents. It must be shown, however, that the radiological
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consequences of the accident are within the guidelines set in the siting

criteria 10CFR100.

The final category is the BDBE. This is off-normal condition of

such extremely low probability that no events in this category are

considered to be credible. However these events may have potential

consequences that merit their consideration in the design. These events

have a frequency that is less than 10"* per reactor-year. The HCDA is one

example.

The criteria by which the NRC DRL(Division of Reactor

Licensing) evaluates the consequences of accidents are contained in 10

CFR 20 and 100. In 10 CFR 20 the limits of the release of radioactive

materials that must be maintained during planned operation are specified.

Reactor siting criteria, largely determined by the release of radioactive

material under severe accident conditions, are contained in 10 CFR 100.

The radiological criteria contained in 10 CFR 20, pertaining to

normal plant operation, place limits on the amount of radioactivity

released. The consequences of less severe accidents can be measured with

respect to the amounts of effluents that are permissible under non-

accident conditions. The reactor siting criteria, 10 CFR 100, express

radiological limits in terms of an "exclusion," a "low population zone,"

and a "population center distance." These are described as follow;

(1) "Exclusion area" means that are surrounding the reactor, in

which the reactor licensee has the authority to determine all
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activities including exclusion or removal of personnel and property

from the area.

(2) "Low population zone" means that the area immediately

surrounding the exclusion area which contains residents, the total

number and density of which are such that there is a reasonable

probability that appropriate protective measures could be taken in

their behalf in the event of a serious accident.

(3) "Population center distance" means that the distance from the

reactor to the nearest boundary of a densely populated center

containing more than about 25,000 residents.

The KALIMER event categories, frequency ranges, and the

radiological consequence limits associated with the categories are

presented in the table 3. The dose criteria are given in terms of individual

doses at the exclusion area and low population zone boundaries. A small

fraction of 10 CFR 100 guidelines is generally interpreted as 10 ~ 25

percent of the 10 CFR 100 dose guidelines.

3.2 Temperature Limits

Table 3 shows the ASME code service limits for the KALIMER

structures for each event category. Temperature limits consistent with

these service levels can be expressed in terms of bounding temperatures

for the primary sodium coolant and the cladding of the metal fuel used in

KALIMER. Table 4 shows these temperature limits.
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At elevated temperatures, the metal-fuel cladding begins to

interact with the fuel to form a low-melt eutectic. The eutectic

temperature is lower than the melting temperature of the metal fuel and is

thus more bounding. The rate of eutectic formation at the fuel-cladding

interface increases as the interface temperature increases. The eutectic

depends, in part, on the composition of the fuel in the outer radial zone,

which in turn depends on the burnup level and the amount of component

migration in the ternary metal fuel. The cladding temperature limits

shown in Table 4 are less than the lowest temperature for the incipience

of eutectic formation during the irradiation cycles of the KALIMER

reactor.

Table 3. KALIMER Event Categories and Acceptance Limits

Event

category

Normal

operation

Anticipated

events

Frequency

range

(/reactor-

year)

F>10-'

10"!>F>10"2

Core

conditions

see

table 4

see

table 4

Structural

limits

ASME code

service level

"A"

ASME code

service level

"B"

Radiation

exposure

to plant

personnel

10CFR20

10CFR20

Offsite

radiologic

al dose

10CFR50

Appendix

I

10CFR50

Appendix

I
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Unlikely

events

Extremely

unlikely

events

l O ^ l O " 4

lO^F^lO"*

see

table 4

see

table 4

ASMEcode

service level

"C"

ASME code

service level

"D"

10CFR20

10CFR20

small

firaction of

10CFR100

10CFR100

Table 4. KALIMER Fuel and Primary Coolant Temperature Limits

Event category

Normal operation

Anticipated event

Unlikely event

Extremely unlikely

event

Peak transient temperature

Bulk coolant

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Cladding*

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Long term temperature

Bulk coolant

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Cladding**

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD
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* Temperature at cladding centerline based on preventing breach by

stress rupture

** Temperature at fuel-cladding interface based on preventing cladding

breach by low- melting point formation

4. Safety Evaluation Events

In the KALIMER approach to safety, all possible events that

could lead to an accident sequence should be enumerated, and then

analyzed to show that the reactor meets the design criteria and that the

consequences of the accidents are within acceptable limits. Because it is

not possible or necessary to consider all possible accidents in detail, a

spectrum of accidents or potential accidents is chosen for analysis. The

selected accidents serve as a bounding envelop in likelihood and

consequences to indicate in a qualitative way the risk incurred from the

power plant. KALIMER designers may then place each identified event

into the proper category using the accident nominal frequency as a

criterion. Safety analysis of these events is then conducted to ensure that

the consequences are within the dose limits of Table 3 and the

temperature limits of Table 4.

The set of events developed by the above approach should be used

for design, siting, containment performance, and emergency planning

purposes. Events to be included in these categories should be selected

deterministically, supplemented by insights gained from a PRA (using its

nominal frequency as a criteria). The events selected can then be used as
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a basis for calculating source term, for evaluating the safety

characteristics of the proposed designs, and for assessing the adequacy of

the containment systems and offsite emergency planning.

The following sections provide a compilation of potential

malfunctions and faults drawn from several sources including the

KALIMER duty cycle events, US NRC proposed events for inclusion in

the SAR, events used for the Clinch River Reactor safety evaluation, and

from a preliminary design review of KALIMER. Design Basis Events

(DBEs) and Beyond Design Basis Events (BDBEs) selected from this

exhaustive compilation of malfunctions and faults are then presented.

4.1 Potential Malfunctions and Faults

Developing the events within the event categories of the previous

section requires an exhaustive search of possible failures and then

screening those for the limiting ones that will be used for design

evaluation. To ensure completeness of the developed list of events, a

review was conducted that included: Duty Cycle Events, KALIMER

Design review, Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports

for Nuclear Power Plants - LMFBR Edition - USNRC, Feb. 1974, and

the CRBR SER.

The accidents analysis constituting chapter 15 of the SAR is the focal

point of the safety analysis of the reactor system. In this analysis all

possible events that could lead to an accident sequence are enumerated.

The accidents are then analyzed, drawing on the given data, to show that
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the reactor meets the design criteria and that the consequences of the

accidents are within acceptable limits.

Events are identified for systems, components or structures that

have key safety functions associated with reactor shutdown, shutdown

heat removal and control of radiological releases. All conceivable

challenges to safety systems to perform their safety functions are

considered candidate DBE's. Because it is not possible or even necessary

to consider all possible accidents in detail, a spectrum of representative

accidents or potential accidents is chosen for analysis. Event selection is

based on engineering experience with analysis of similar events on

comparable systems. The selection of events is aided by a systematic

review of the following resources.

4.1.1 Duty Cycle Events

This section specifies the steady state and operational transients

which will be considered in evaluating and analyzing the structural design

of the systems and components of the nuclear steam supply system

(NSSS) for the KALIMER plant.

The duty cycle events are based on the GE experience gained

under previous LMR and LWR studies. As the design of the KALIMER

plant matures, the descriptions of these events may need to be updated.

The selected events are representative of conditions which are considered

to occur during plant operation and which are sufficiently severe or

frequent to be of possible significance to the cyclic behavior of plant
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components. The events described herein are based on best estimate

assumptions; they are meant primarily for use in component stress

analysis and do not necessarily represent actual plant operation. The

transient analysis of these events, when used as a base for conservative

component structural design, will provide confidence that the component

is appropriate for its application over the design life of the plant.

The plant consists of three NSSS modules connected to three

turbine-generators each with its own BOP. The duty cycle is based on one

loop NSSS module. The steam generating system will employ a single

large once through helical coil steam generator for power operation and a

one fourth size recirculating system (recirculation loop, recirculating

pump, and startup vessel) to facilitate module startup (0 to 25% reactor

power). Each of the power blocks can operate with one or two supplying

steam to a particular turbine and BOP.

KALIMER duty cycle events are described in terms of ASME

Section III loading categories, namely Level A, Level B, Level C, and

Level D. As such, they are directly applicable to ASME Section III

systems and components. For other design basis criteria such as ASME

Section VIII and ANSI B31.1 it is incumbent on the designer to select

appropriate Design Conditions and load combinations based on the duty

cycles presented here. Alternative criteria development for application of

Level D type loading conditions to ASME Section VIII and ANSI B31.1

is the responsibility of the system/component designer.

Although it is anticipated that the plant will operate as a base

loaded plant, it will be capable of part load operations during its sixty
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(60) year design life. Each power block will be capable of automatic

loading and unloading within its operating range (60% to 100% of rated

power) allowing the three module plant to achieve a load range of 20 to

100 % when the one reactor- in the power block is run, - (Last statement

struck out does not apply to KALIMER)The design equivalent

availability factor is 85%. The systems and components shall be

designed for a service life of 60 years comprised of the following

operating conditions:

Condition Hours Years

100% Power Operation

70% Power Operation

60% Power Operation

Hot Standby, 620°F

Refueling & Maintenance, 400°F

Total Life

467,230

2,630

3,500

8,770

43,830

525,960

53.3

0.3

0.4

1.0

5.0

60.0
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Table 5

Duty Cycle Events

EVENTS TRANSIENTS

A-1.2

A-1.3

A-1.4

A-1.5

A-3a

A-3b

A-4

A-5

A-6

Dry System Heatup, Sodium Fill,

Heatup to Refueling Temperature

Cooldown from Refueling Temperature,

Sodium Drain Dry System Cooldown

Startup from Refueling Temperature To

Hot Standby conditions

Startup from Hot Standby Conditions to

60% power

Turbine Generator Warmup, Roll and

Loading to 30%

Shutdown to Refueling Temperature

Shutdown to Hot Standby Conditions

Weekly Loading and Unloading

Daily Loading and Unloading

Steady State Temperature

KALIMER

MODULE/

NSSS DESIGN

FREQUENCY

1 primary

12 intermed.

1 primary

12 intermed.

60

573

573

60

60

2880 up &

down

14400 up &

down

1.0 xE7
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A-7

A-8

A-9

A-10

A-ll

Fluctuations

Steady State Flow Induced

Vibrations

Module Out of Service

Step Load Increase or Decrease of

10% of rated Power

Turbine Steam Inlet Valve Testing

Fast Ramp Load Changes of 25% of

Rated Power

TBD

120 Active

60 Inactive

1500 up &

down

2655

30up&

down
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EVENTS TRANSIENTS

KALIMER

MODULE/

NSSS DESIGN

FREQUENCY

Level B

Service

B-l

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-7a

B-7b

B-8

B-9

B-10

B-ll

B-12

B-13

B-14

UPSET

Single Rod Drop

Partial Loss of Primary Pump

Excessive Pumping

Loss of Power to One primary pump

Loss of Power to All Primary Pumps

Partial Loss of Intermediate Pump

Loss of Power to the one IHTS Pump on

One Module

Loss of Power to the all IHTS Pumps on

One Module

Small SG Tube Leak/Failure

Trip of One Feedwater Pump

Inadvertent Water-Side Isolation

ofSG

Loss of Feedwater to One Reactor Module

Inadvertent Opening of One Turbine

Bypass Valve

Inadvertent Opening of One SG

Outlet Safety/Power Relief Valve

Module Feedwater Inlet Isolation

30

3 per pump

3 per pump

3 per pump

3 per pump

3 per pump

3 per pump

3 per pump

6

10

3

3

3

3

3
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Valve Fails Closed

B-l 5 Module Steam Line Isolation Valve 6

Fails Closed

B-l 6 Inadvertent Closing of Valve in 6

Steam Line to Topping Heater

B-17 Inadvertent Opening of Feedwater 6

Control Valve at 25% Power

B-l 8 Inadvertent Opening/Closing of Aux. 6

Vessel Feed/Drain Lines

B-l9 Inadvertent Turbine Trip 8

B-20 Inadvertent Turbine Trip with Fast 3

Runback

B-21 Loss of Grid 8

B-22 Inadvertent Scram 2

B-23 Inadvertent Fast Runback 4

B-24 Operation with Failed Fuel 8
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EVENTS

LevelC

Service

C-l

C-2

TRANSIENTS

EMERGENCY

Primary Pumps Electrical Failure

Intermediate Pump Mechanical Failure

(Not for EMP)

KALIMER

MODULE/

NSSS DESIGN

FREQUENCY

C-3

C-4a

C-4b

C-5

C-6a

C-6b

Rupture Disk Failure in SGS Sodium- *

Water Reaction Protection System

Isolation and Dump of Steam Deleted

Generator Module-Feedwater Inlet

Isolation Valve Failure

Isolation and Dump of a Steam Generator Deleted

Module - Outlet Steam Line Isolation

Valve

Water Side Isolation of a Steam Generator Deleted

Module - Outlet Steam

Uncontrolled Rod Withdrawal from 100% *

Power

Uncontrolled Rod Withdrawal from *

jStartup to Trip Point with Delayed
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Manual Trip

C-7 Recirculation Pump Mechanical

Failure

C-8 Design Basis SG Tube Leak

* Design frequency is 4 cycles of worst event for each component

(isolated events).

Combination of 2 consecutive like or unlike events must also be

accommodated.
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EVENTS TRANSIENTS

KALIMER

MODULE/

NSSS DESIGN

FREQUENCY

LevelD

Service

D-la

D-lb

D-2a

D-2b

D-3

D-4

D-5

D-6

D-7

FAULTED

Feedwater Line Rupture Between Aux.

Vessel and Inlet Check Valve

Feedwater Line Rupture in Main Incoming

Header

Single Module Steam Line Rupture

Main Steam Line Rupture

Recirculation Line Break

Design Basis Steam Generator Sodium-

Water Reaction

IHTS Piping Leak

Reactor Vessel Leak to Containment

Vessel

Rupture in High Pressure Primary

Circuit

* Design frequency is 1 cycle of the worst event for each component.
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Seismic Events

Operating Base Earthquake (Upset) 5

Safe Shutdown Earthquake (Faulted) 1

4.1.2 Standard Format and Content of SAR for NPP - LMFBR edition

The evaluation of the safety of a nuclear power plant is

accomplished, in part, by analyses made of the response of the plant to

postulated disturbances in process variables and to postulated

malfunctions or failures of equipment. Such safety analyses provide a

significant contribution in the selection of the design specifications for

components and systems from the standpoint of public health and safety.

These analyses are a focal point of the Commission's construction permit

and operating license reviews of plants.

The consequences of certain of those failures and abnormal

situations will be examined to evaluate the capability built into the plant

to control or accommodate such failures and situations (or to identify the

limitations of expected performance).

It is recognized that situations analyzed may range from an

anticipated operational occurrence (such as a loss of electrical load

resulting from a line fault) to postulated accidents of low probability

(such as sudden loss of integrity of a major component). The range

should include major accidents hypothesized for purposes of site analysis
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or postulated from considerations of possible accidental event that would

result in potential hazards not exceeded by those from any accidents

considered credible. Accidents analyzed should include those of such

magnitude as to result in substantial core damage such as might occur

upon failure of components or systems designed to prevent or mitigate

the analyzed events (e.g. reactor shutdown system). The analyses of these

hypothesized accidents should provide the basis for conducting the site

evaluation required by 10 CFR 100 and demonstrate the plant design

margin in meeting the reactor siting criteria. (The US NRC has changed

this position regarding HCDA . During CRBRP licensing the NRC ruled

that failure of the shutdown system is so unlikely that HCDAs need not

be considered as design basis for containment or site evaluation.)

Definitive evidence should be presented to demonstrate that either

(1) components or systems designed to prevent or mitigate the analyzed

accidents (e.g. reactor shutdown system) are sufficiently reliable that the

consequences of the postulated accidents do not establish design bases for

the reactor or plant systems or (2) the reliability of the components or

systems cannot be shown to be adequate, and therefore the analyses of the

postulated accidents set design bases for the reactor and plant systems.

Table 6 lists events (other than the foregoing postulated events)

that are representative of those that should be evaluated by the applicant

in the SAR. This table is intended only to provide general guidance

regarding the objectives of accident analyses. The listing should not be

considered as all inclusive. It is expected that experience in this area will

dictate modifications of this listing in the future.
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Table 6

Representative Types Of Events To Be Analyzed

In Accident Analyses Of The SAR of an LMR

1. Uncontrolled control rod assembly withdrawal from a subcritical

condition assuming the most favorable reactivity conditions of the

core and reactor coolant system.

2. Uncontrolled control rod assembly withdrawal at power assuming

the most favorable reactivity conditions of the core and reactor

coolant system which yield the most severe results (hot at zero

power, full power, etc).

3. Control rod mis-operation or sequence of mis-operations.

4. Partial and total loss of reactor coolant flow including trip of pumps

and pump seizures (for mechanical pumps only-equivalent event for

EMP is failure of pump electric wiring (open circuit) or loss of the

electromagnetic force (excessive magnet temperature).

5. Start-up of an inactive reactor coolant loop or recirculating loop at

incorrect temperature.

6. Loss of normal and/or emergency feedwater flow.
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7. Loss of all a-c power to the station auxiliaries and loss of

emergency diesel generators (station blackout)

8. Loss of intermediate coolant flow.

9. Heat removal greater than heat generation due to (1) feedwater

system malfunctions. (2) a pressure regulator failure, or inadvertent

opening of a relief valve or safety valve, and (3) a regulating

instrument failure.

10. Maloperation of reactor plant controllers.

11. Internal and external events such as major and minor fires, floods

storms or earthquakes.

12. Loss of coolant accidents resulting from the spectrum of postulated

piping breaks within the reactor coolant system.

13. Spectrum of postulated intermediate coolant system piping breaks

inside and outside containment.

14. Inadvertent loading and operation of a fuel assembly into an

improper position.

15. Waste gas decay tank leakage or rupture.

16. Failure of cover gas purification system.
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17. The spectrum of rod ejection accidents.

18. Fuel handling accident.

19. Small spills or leaks of radioactive material outside containment.

20. Fuel cladding failure combined with intermediate heat exchanger

and steam generator leaks.

21. Control room uninhabitability.

22. Loss of heat si nk.

23. Turbine trip with coincident failure of turbine bypass valves to

open.

24. Loss of one (redundant) D-C system.

2 5. Turbine trip with failure of generator breaker to open.

26. Loss of instrument air system.

27. Local blockages of a few subchannals within a fuel subassembly.

28. Leak in control rod drive housing.

29. Inadvertent release of oil in pump seal into sodium (Not applicable

for EMP).
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30. Failure of a few steam generator tubes.

31. Leaks in intermediate heat exchanger.

32. Abnormally high or low cover gas pressure.

33. Core flow maldistribution due to fuel loading error.

34. Gas bubbles passing through core.

3 5. Failure of steam dump system.

36. Inadvertent closure of either reactor coolant valves or intermediate

coolant valves.

3 7. Spurious reactor trip.

3 8. Inadvertent drop (delatching) of a single control rod.

39. Failure of reactor vessel cover seal..

40. Plugging of reactor overflow line (Does not apply to ALMR or

KALIMER closed pool primary coolant boundary).

41. Failure of core clamping mechanism.
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42. Accidental opening of valves to a drained isolated loop (IHTS loops

only for pool-type reactors like ALMR or KALIMER).

43. Large leak (rupture) in steam or feedwater piping.

44. Enrichment error in fuel assembly.

45. Misloaded fuel assembly.

46. Dropped fuel assembly.

47. Unknown stuck control rod.

48. Loss of normal shutdown cooling system.

49. Simultaneous leak of reactor overflow tank (Does not apply to

ALMR or KALIMER).

50. Inadvertent closure of floor valve on canister during fuel handling.

51. Failure of any single active component in fuel handling system.

52. Loss of site power during fuel handling.

53. Fuel handling machine jams.

54. Leak in fuel storage vessel (ALMR and KALIMER use reactor

vessel for fuel storage) .
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55. Failure of single active component in fuel storage cooling system

(See above).

56. Failure to seat fuel assembly properly.

57. Inadvertent opening of floor valve with shield plug removed and

fuel handling machine not in place.

58. Leak in fuel canister.

59. Inadvertent opening of fuel handling machine valve during transfer.

60. Attempt to insert a fuel assembly into occupied position.

61. Collision of fuel handling machine with control rods.

62. Dropping shipping cask from maximum possible crane height.

63. Collision between fuel handling machine and crane.

64. Loss of all power to fuel handling machine.

65. Removal of jammed fuel assembly.

66. Blocked coolant flow to control rods.

67. Intermediate coolant system fire.
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4.1.3 Safety Evaluation Report for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor

Plant

The CRBRP is a liquid-sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor

nuclear power plant which is a three loop-type reactor producing a

thermal power rating of 975 MW. The SER has been prepared for

licensing of construction permit for the CRBRP on March 1983.

The SER summarizes the results of the staffs safety review of the

plant and identifies the technical details considered in evaluating the

safety aspects of the plant. The applicants of CRBRP have proposed and

analyzed a set of DBAs in chapter 15 of the PSAR. The events include all

those accidents in "Standard format and content of safety analysis reports

for nuclear power plants - LMFBR edition" , which are listed in previous

section, and five additional events. Categories of events proposed include

local faults, reactivity insertions, undercooling events, fuel-handling and

storage events, sodium spills, and miscellaneous events.

Additional events considered

(1) seismic reactivity insertion that results from OBE and SSE

(2) core, radial blanket, and control rod movement that results from SSE

(3) sudden core radial movement

(4) inadvertent actuation of the sodium/water reaction pressure relief

system

(5) stochastic pin failure
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4.2 Design Basis Events Definitions

The list of DBA has been determined using the above lists,

KALIMER design review and the following process:

1) Events were categorized by their frequency using judgment.

2) Events that were found to be duplicate or dominated by other events

were excluded.

3) Special attention was paid to KALIMER specific design in three areas:

a) Use of SASS - this could lead to spurious control rod drop

b) Use of different IHTS design from that of PRISM - This required

more IHTS-related events to be analyzed to ensure the adequacy of

natural circulation, and the ability of the fast runback shutdown

system to safely shutdown the reactor,

c) Use of flux detectors below the seismic isolators which may

result in weak neutron signal - This required coverage of reactivity

insertion events of various types (ramp, step, oscillations) combined

with the assumption of weak flux signal.

The resulting set of DBAs is to be determined later.

4.3 Severe Accidents (BDBEs)
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Severe accidents are accidents of extremely low probability which

are postulated to evaluate the integrity of the reactor coolant system and

to test the mitigative effectiveness of the containment system. Because a

sodium cooled reactor is not designed to operate in its most reactive

configuration, any fuel relocation could result in a supercritical mass. As

a result, it is necessary to explore the consequences resulting from core

disruption.

Core disruption can result from two different scenarios that

present different challenges to the reactor structures: an energetic HCDA

(hypothetical core disruptive accident) which may result in a subcritical

core configuration by dispersal of some of the fuel from the core region,

and a benign HCDA which involves melt down of the whole core which

will then spread over a larger area to form a subcritical configuration. The

energetic HCDA presents a mechanical challenge to the reactor vessel

closure that may lead to a leak path for radioactive material release from

the reactor to the containment. The benign HCDA presents a thermal

challenge to the reactor internals. The KALIMER design has a large

margin against the energetic HCDA and the capability to contain safely a

whole molten core within the reactor vessel.

For the KALIMER core designs, two sequences of events can be

identified that may permit an energetic HCDA; a BDB reactivity addition

without scram (unprotected transient over power - UTOP), and a BDB

loss of forced core flow without scram (unprotected loss of flow -

ULOF). These events require failure of several equipment. In view of the

defense-in-depth approach used in KALIMER, the probability of such

failures are too low to be considered credible.
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Benign HCDAs in KALIMER can result from loss of the heat

removal capability during shutdown. The probability of this hypothetical

event is also extremely low in view of the inherent capability of the

RVACS, the large thermal capacity and temperature safety margin of the

primary sodium, and the multiply redundant heat removal capability of

KALIMER.

In view of the extremely low probability of the above HCDAs,

they are not in the KALIMER envelop of DBEs, but only used to

establish the structural mechanical and thermal margins based on best

estimate calculations.

Since HCDA loading characteristics are not available for the

KALIMER metal core, the KALIMER capability evaluation is based on

the HCDAs that were defined for the FFTF oxide core for a range of

assumed reactivity insertion rates (50 to 175 $/sec : TBD). Analyses are

performed for a range of pressures enveloping the available and

extrapolated expansion ( P - V ) curves for the FFTF HCDA vapor

bubbles to investigate; (1) the reactor vessel and upper internal structure

(UIS) responses to the initial core pressure, (2) the closure response to the

sodium slug impact, (3) the primary system boundary response to

pressures following the slug impact, and (4) the primary system boundary

response to the decay heat loads.

Core melt evaluation are focused on assessing the feasibility of

containing the melt within the reactor vessel. Analyses are performed for

a set of melt compositions and melt volumes to assess the potentials for
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recriticality, temperatures in the melts, the inlet plenum structure

consumed by the melts, and the capability of the plenum to contain the

melts.

5. Safety R&D Needs

The KALIMER and PRISM design have three main differences

that may require special R&D for KALIMER:

1) The use of SASS in KALIMER. This raises the following questions:

(1) Would a spurious control drop be more frequent? If so, what is

the effect on the plant availability and safety?

(2) Since the EMP relies also on magnetic force to pressurize the

sodium, would the elevated sodium temperature cause an

instantaneous loss of flow?

2) The use of flux detectors below the seismic isolators. This raises the

following questions:

(1) Since the seismic isolators need to be shielded against radiation

to ensure their reliability, wouldn't this reduce the neutron flux to

the flux detectors? Would the flux be enough to produce reliable

detector reading?

(2) How long will the seismic isolators perform reliably if no
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shielding is used for them?

3) The use of double-loop IHTS, which is shorter in length and has

smaller height differential between the thermal centers. This leads to

pluses and minuses in expected performance. The shorter loop length

leads to less leak frequency and friction, but would also transmit the

effect of transients occurring in the IHTS and SG more quickly. Would

the fast runback shutdown system have enough time to respond before

reaching the scram temperature limits in which case the fast runback may

not be effective? The shorter IHTS piping distances also raise questions

related to accommodating thermal expansion and the impact (mechanical

and corrosive material transport) of sodium-water incidents on the IHTS.

6. Conclusions

On the basis of its preliminary studies and evaluation of the plant

safety related areas; it is recommended the KALIMER approach to safety

use several levels of safety assurance and a defense-in-depth design

approach with particular emphasis on inherent passive features.

To ensure that a proper response of the RPS will provide adequate

protection to the reactor system, it is necessary to determine the fuel pin

and heat transport system limits which must not be exceeded during such

accident conditions. In arriving at such limits, it is common practice to

relate the severity level allowed with the probability of occurrence of the

accident. The event categories, frequency ranges, and the radiological
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consequence limits associated with a given event severity level or fault

classification are presented in the table 3. The criteria are based on

providing for public safety by assuring the integrity of the fuel rods and

the primary system structures. The events of less severity, but usually

higher frequencies, have more radiation limits.

In the KALIMER approach to safety, a spectrum of representative

accidents or potential accidents need to be chosen for the analysis of an

accident sequence. The selection of events is aided by a systematic

review of the following resources.

(1) KALIMER duty cycle events

(2) design review of the KALIMER

(3) representative types of events quoted in "Standard format and

content of SAR for NPP - LMFBR"

(4) safety evaluation report for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor

Plant

The design basis accidents are selected to represent a reasonable

envelope of the credible events which might occur at the KALIMER and

which require mitigation by active systems or passive structures. The

resulting set of DBAs is to be determined later.

The KALIMER and PRISM design have three main differences

that may require special R&D for KALIMER.

(1) The use of S ASS

(2) The use of different IHTS

(3)The use of flux detectors below the seismic isolators.
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As above results are based on studies to date, it is clear that these

results described here will be modified and better defined with continued

research and development. And there are considerable additional works

to be studied in the future.
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RISK REDUCTION PROVISIONS
IN THE ADVANCED LIQUID METAL REACTOR (ALMR) DESIGN

Kamal A. El-Sheikh

General Electric Company
6835 Via Del Oro. San Jose. CA 95119-1315, USA

ABSTRACT

The ALMR design implements a 5-level strategy for minimizing the risk
to the public and plant equipment: eliminate hazard, limit hazard level,
prevent accidents, limit accident damage, and mitigate accident
consequences. This paper shows how this strategy reduces the public risk
and shows examples of how it was applied to deal with common cause
failure, human error, and protection of radioactive material barriers.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The ALMR (Reference 1) is a sodium cooled, pool-type fast reactor
being developed under the sponsorship of the US Department of
Energy (DOE). The reactor design is based on the Power Reactor,
Innovative Small Module (PRISM) concept originated by General
Electric to enhance public safety, licensability and investment
protection. Key ALMR features to accomplish these objectives
include:

1) use of continuously-operating passive safety systems which
do not need electric power or human action for their operation,

2) safety testing of a full scale prototype reactor to demonstrate
its safety margins for licensing certification, and

3) use of modularization and factory production to allow electric
utilities to increase its power generation capacity in



relatively small increments using already certified and
inspected reactor modules.

A Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID) describing the
ALMR design and safety evaluation was submitted to the US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to obtain a pre-license application
Safety Evaluation Report (SER). A final pre-application SER
confirming the licensability of the ALMR is expected in a few
months.

An overview of the ALMR design is given in Section 2. The remaining
sections present the ALMR safety philosophy, examples of its
application, and its effectiveness in reducing the public risk.

2 . ALMR DESIGN

The reference ALMR plant (Figure 1) utilizes nine reactor modules
arranged in three identical 480 MWe power blocks for an overall
plant net electrical rating of 1440 MWe. Each power block features
three identical reactor modules, each with its own steam generator,
that jointly supply power to a single turbine generator. The main
system flow diagram for a standard power block is shown in
Figure 2. Major plant performance characteristics are summarized in
Table 1.

As seen in Figures 1 and 2, the plant is physically divided into the
nuclear island area (safety grade) and balance of plant area (high
quality industrial standards.) The nuclear island consists of all of
the facilities that require high security and/or contain radioactive
materials and that provide direct support to those facilities. The
balance of plant area includes mainly the buildings and facilities
that house the power conversion systems and supporting facilities.

The reactor module (Figure 3) is about 62 feet high and slightly
under 20 feet in diameter. The module consists of the reactor



vessel, reactor closure, containment vessel, internal structures and
reactor module support. The reactor vessel houses the reactor core,
two intermediate heat exchangers, four 11,500 gpm electromagnetic
(EM) primary pumps, in-vessel instrumentation and in-vessel
transfer machine for refueling. The reference ALMR core is a
heterogeneous, metal alloy fuel design with 253 assemblies: 66 fuel
assemblies, 72 blanket assemblies, 102 reflector and shield
assemblies, six gas expansion modules which provide negative
reactivity feedback on loss of core flow, six control assemblies and
one ultimate, backup, shutdown assembly.

Unique features of the reactor module include its support on a
seismic isolation system (Figure 4) and its passive decay heat
removal by natural air circulation though the Reactor Vessel
Auxiliary Cooling System (RVACS) shown in Figure 5. The seismic
isolation system reduces the horizontal seismic accelerations that
are transmitted to the reactor module by a factor of more than 3.
when compared to the non-isolated system, and facilitates
adaptation of the standard ALMR design to the seismic conditions of
a large range of sites by adjustment of the isolator characteristics.

3. SAFETY PHILOSOPHY

The safety philosophy of liquid metal reactors (LMRs) in the United
States has gone through an evolutionary process. The Fast Flux Test
Facility (FFTF) used a philosophy which includes three levels of
safety (Reference 2):

1) Prevent Accidents
2) Protect the reactor core if an accident were to occur

despite the accident prevention capability of the design
3) Contain radioactive material if core damage were to

occur despite the prevention and protection capabilities
of the design



The Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) project started with a
similar philosophy. Later in the licensing process, however, the
project placed more emphasis on the containment of radioactive
material by requiring the containment structures to have thermal
and mechanical safety margins to accommodate hypothetical core
disruptive accidents (HCDA) which were more severe than the design
basis accidents (Reference 3).

The safety information developed for the FFTF and CRBR pointed to
the fact that LMR accidents involving reactivity addition without
scram will most likely self-terminate with only partial core
damage. This prompted the US Department of Energy (DOE) to define
four Levels of Assurance (LOA) of LMR safety to be demonstrated by
its research and development program (Reference 4):

1) Prevent (core disruptive) accidents
2) Limit core damage
3) Contain accidents
4) Attenuate radiological products

Termination of the CRBR project was one of the unfortunate
casualties of the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI). Although the
accident did not result in any harm to the public health and safety,
the economic and political costs were staggering. In view of the
critical role nuclear power reactors play in securing the US electric
power needs, a consensus of priorities emerged between the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), electric utilities, DOE and reactor
manufacturers:

1) To conduct a systematic search of possible accident
causes in operating reactors and remove or mitigate them
through retrofits and changes in procedures.

2) To design a new generation of reactors which are
inherently less prone to accidents and which are designed with



specific objectives of improved safety, investment protection
and economics.

The ALMR is a key element in the new generation of reactors to be
deployed in the future in the US. To accomplish its objectives of
inherent and improved safety, the ALMR used innovative designs to
eliminate or at least significantly mitigate the root causes of
accidents. This resulted in a five-level safety philosophy to:

1) Eliminate hazard
2) Limit hazard level
3) Prevent core damage
4) Limit core damage
5) Contain radioactive material

Eliminating hazards and limiting their level are well known concepts
in the general field of safety (Reference 5). Explicit identification
of these concepts as elements of the safety philosophy highlights
their significance as tools for accomplishing the improved
performance objectives of the ALMR. The following section provides
examples of how these concepts were implemented in the ALMR

4. EXAMPLES OF THE ALMR SAFETY APPROACH

Due to space limitation, the following discussion is limited to a few
examples of how the ALMR design implemented the first two levels
of safety, namely, eliminating the hazard and limiting its level.

4.1 Radiation, Decay Heat and Damaging Energy

A unique feature of the ALMR is its use of a modular approach to the
design where relatively small reactor modules are used as the basic
power production units. This reverses the historic trend where the
direction was towards the design of larger reactors to take
advantage of the economy of scale. The use of a small reactor size



has helped eliminate or significantly limit the adverse consequences
of several hazards:

1) The small radioactive material inventory in each module
results in a significant reduction in the public risk due to two
reasons. First, the obvious fact that an accidental release will
involve less hazardous material. Second, due to the small inventory,
a relatively small atmospheric dispersion will be needed to reduce
the airborne radioactive material concentration below critical
limits for early health effects. This can be accomplished over a
short travel distance, and before reaching population centers. The
net result of these two factors is a significant reduction in the size
of population at risk.

2) The low level of decay heat makes it possible to remove the
heat from the reactor vessel and containment dome by natural
convection of atmospheric air. In the ALMR, this is done by the
reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system (RVACS) and the
containment dome heat removal system. None of these systems
requires human action or electric power for operation, nor can a
human error of commission interfere with their safety functions.

3) The relatively small amount of fuel in the core and small
volume to surface ratio reduce the damaging energy in a HCDA, thus
limiting the challenges to the reactor vessel and the radioactive
material release.

4.2 Human Error

Nuclear power reactors in the US have shown a superior safety
record both in terms of the frequency of mishaps and in terms of
their consequences. A history of the few mishaps which occurred
reveals a learning process where the lessons learned from a mishap
were used to prevent its recurrence. Despite the unique character of
each new accident, three basic causes were involved in almost every
one of them according to Reference 6 : 1) a design flaw - a booby



trap - which exists in the original reactor design and plays an
important role in the subsequent accident, 2) a supervisor or human
error of some sort, and 3) some instrumentation problem. The same
three generic causes were behind the TMI and Chernobyl accidents.

In principle, the above three generic causes can be traced back to
human error in design, fabrication, operation or maintenance. The
ALMR has followed a "total safety" approach aimed at eliminating or
substantially reducing human error in all of the above activities.
Elements of this approach include:

1) Design simplification: Design simplification enhances the
quality of design review and validation, thus reducing the
possibilities of design "booby traps". It also enhances ease of access
to equipment for inspection, maintenance and repair, and
interpretation of abnormal conditions. Key factors which facilitated
design simplification of the ALMR include the modular design
approach and seismic isolation discussed earlier, the use of
passive shutdown heat removal safety systems and the use of self-
cooled EMPs.

2) Use of human interference-proof safety systems: The
interference of the reactor operator with the safety systems
functions in the TMI and Chernobyl accidents has been one of the
major contributing causes to these accidents. The ALMR reactor
protection system has been designed to be sabotage-proof and
operator interference-proof. The reactor scrams automatically
without interruption if plant conditions exceed allowable limits or
the system has multiple malfunctions. Even if the scram system
were assumed to fail, passive reactivity feedback and passive heat
removal systems will result in an un-interrupted and safe shutdown
in case of heat removal/heat generation mismatch.

3) Enhancing the quality of information to the operator: A major
cause of human error in reported accidents is fuzzy, incomplete,
overwhelming, erroneous or conflicting information about an



abnormal plant performance. To eliminate this cause, the ALMR uses
automatic diagnostics in the plant control system, diverse
instrumentation, simulation techniques and state of the art human
engineering to design the man/machine interface and control room.

4) PRA and Operator Task Analysis (OTA): The accidents
mentioned above did not have the benefit of PRA techniques to
uncover design flaws or "booby traps" which might initiate accidents
or induce human error. As a part of its "total Safety" approach
against human error, the ALMR uses PRA and OTA techniques to
identify design and operator's vulnerabilities so that they can be
removed or protected against. Application of these techniques is a
key element of the regular ALMR design evaluation process.

4.3 Common Mode Failure

As discussed earlier, the ALMR modular design provides significant
safety advantages. The reactor modules are not independent however.
Example common factors include locating the modules in the same
site, grouping three modules in one power block, connecting the
three power blocks to the same electric power grid, and controlling
the modules output to meet the operation and maintenance needs.
Less obvious links between the modules include design,
manufacturing, or maintenance errors which might impact identical
components. The critical question is whether these linkages or
couplings result in the unavailability of multiple critical
components or systems when needed. The ALMR has unique features
which eliminate this possibility.

1) Separation between the safety related and non-safety related
equipment: The physical couplings indicated above (e.g., power grid,
plant control system) are non-safety systems. In case of a
malfunction of these systems, each affected reactor module will be
decoupled from the remainder of the plant to form an independent
module which operates safely and which is:



a) Self-sufficient in terms of its emergency electric power,
control, shutdown and heat removal needs.

b) Self-controlled by laws of nature: e.g., gravity fall of the
control rods to shut down the reactor, material thermal expansion to
provide inherent reactivity feedback if the reactor heats up, and
natural convection to remove the decay heat.

2) Elimination of hidden failures: Safety systems needed for
reactor shutdown and decay heat removal in the ALMR are either
continuously operating and monitored (e.g., RVACS) or almost
continuously operating and monitored (e.g., reactor protection
system and control rods). In contrast to conventional reactors,
where the majority of safety systems are in an inactive standby
mode, the ALMR safety systems are expected to show gradual rather
than instantaneous system degradation and to higher availability
when needed.

4.4 Control Rod Withdrawal

The ALMR reactivity control system has six control rods, any one of
which can shut the reactor down if fully inserted in the core.
Although two control rods will be adequate to meet regulatory
criteria, the ALMR chose six rods to limit the reactivity addition
resulting from a control rod withdrawal to 6 cents. An instantaneous
addition of this reactivity will result in a steady state power less
than 2% above nominal. Such an increase in power is well within the
design capability. Even if three rods were removed from the core
instantaneously, the negative reactivity feedback due to the Doppler
effect will prevent fuel melting. A withdrawal of all six rods at the
maximum withdrawal speed will not lead to fuel melting even if the
reactor does not scram. As a result of this capability, the ALMR is
not prone to the risk of such traditional accidents as control rod
ejection, reactivity control system malfunctions, or operator's
control rod withdrawal error.



4.5 Ant ic ipated Transients

Different from other reactors, the ALMR has been designed to
accommodate safely anticipated transients during power operation
assuming failure to scram. This includes such transients as the
control rod withdrawal events discussed above, as well as loss of
electric power, failure of a primary electromagnetic pump coil, or
loss of the intermediate heat transport system due to leak and
subsequent system draining. This unique ALMR capability results
from inherent, passive negative reactivity feedback mechanisms
with the proper magnitude and response time.

4.6 Protection OF Fission Product Barriers

The ALMR uses three successive structural barriers, fuel cladding,
primary coolant boundary and containment, to protect the public
from the accidental release of radioactivity from the reactor core.
Although this in-depth safety approach is applied to other nuclear
power plants, the ALMR places significant emphasis on protecting
these barriers. Figure 6 illustrates the implemented ALMR passive
and engineered features for this purpose. The provisions enhance the
reliability of the barriers by eliminating or limiting the hazards
which might challenge them and by providing an adequate design
margin. A clear example of the concept of hazard elimination is the
absence of sodium storage tanks and concrete structures in the
containment. This is to be compared to the CRBR where the

"containment housed a sodium tank and where sodium fire resulting
from a leak in this tank was used as a design basis for the
containment. This is also to be compared to the Superphenix reactor
where secondary sodium fire and sodium concrete interaction
became a major licensing issue requiring resolution before full
power re-operation.



5. ALMR RISK PROFILE

Use of the above ALMR safety philosophy has enhanced its safety
significantly. To place this safety enhancement in perspective, two
types of risks have been evaluated and compared to the NRC
probabilistic safety goals: societal risk, which refers to the
probability over one year of plant operation that an individual
residing within 10 mile radius from the plant will suffer a delayed
cancer fatality, and individual risk, which refers to the probability
over one year of plant operation that an individual living within one
mile from the plant will suffer an early fatality (within 1 year from
the accident occurrence). The results of the above evaluation are
shown in Table 2 for two parametric cases: with and without public
evacuation. As seen from the table, the ALMR meets both NRC goals
with a substantial margin even if no evacuation is assumed.

Another perspective of the ALMR safety performance has been
developed by comparing the major risk contributors of the reactors
analyzed in NUREG-1150 (Reference 7) to those of the ALMR. The
results are shown in Table 3. The table divides the core meltdown
causes into internal and external events. Major risk contributors for
the NUREG-1150 reactors are highlighted by a box. As seen in the
table, all these contributors have been rendered relatively
insignificant in the ALMR by proper design and inherent safety of the
plant.

6. CONCLUSION

The ALMR safety philosophy which emphasizes the elimination of
hazard to the public and plant equipment has resulted in significant
safety enhancement as evidenced by quantitative as well as
qualitative evaluations. Thanks to the ALMR modular structure using
relatively small reactor modules, it was possible to eliminate major
causes of accidents encountered in the past, and design a power
plant which is less vulnerable to design flaws or "booby traps",



human error, loss of electric power, common mode failure, and
instrumentation deficiencies.
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Table 1 - ALMR PLANT PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Overall Plant
Net Electrical Output (MWe)
Net Station Efficiency
Number of Power Blocks
Number of Reactor Modules per Block
Nominal Plant Capacity Factor

Power Block
Net Electrical Output (MWe)
Number of Steam Generators
Number of Turbine/Generator Sets
Turbine Throttle Conditions
Feedwater Temperature

Reactor Module
Thermal Power (MWt)
Fuel (Metal Alloy)
Number of Intermediate Heat Exchangers
Number of Primary Pumps
Primary Na Temperature (Inlet/Outlet)
Primary Na Flow Rate (gpm)
Number of Intermediate Pumps
Intermediate Na Temperature (Inlet/Outlet)
Intermediate Na Flow Rate (gpm)

1440
33.9 %
3
3
8 6 %

480
3
1
1400 psia/776 <>F
380 °F

471
U-25%Pu-10%Zr
2
4
640 °F/905 OF
46,000
2
555 op/820 of
45.030

Table 2 - ALMR PUBLIC RISK ESTIMATES

Risk
Measure

Societal Risk

Individual Risk

NRC
Goal

< 2x 10

< 5 x 10

-6

-7

ALMR Risk

Without
Evacuation

1 x 1 0 - 1 0

2 x 10 ' 9

Estimate

With
Evacuation

8 x 10 "1 1

< 1 0 - 1 2



Table 3 - ALMR / NUREG-1150 Reactors Comparison of Core Damage Frequency

CORE DAMAGE
FREQUENCY
PER PLANT YR
Internal Events

Station Blackout

ATWS + Other
Transients

LOCA

ULOFw/lnadequate
Inherency Response

Externl Events

Seismic

ALMR

11 (-7)
2.8 (-8)
(13%)

~0- Fait/Safe Scram,
Passive SHRS

~0- Inherency,
1/6 Redundancy,
USS, Passive SHRS

~0- Low Pressure,
RV&GV, Separation of
SG from Primary

2.8 (-8) - One Line of
Defense Beyond ATWS

1.91-7)
(87%)

1.9 (-7)
Seismic Isolators, Margin,
Inherency, No Active Sys.

SURRY
(PWR)

1.7 (-4)
4.1 (-5)
(23.5%)

2.7 (-5)

3.7 (-6)

7.6 (-6)

1.3 (-4)
(76.5%)

1.2 (-4)

PEACH BOTTOM
(BWR)

K-4)
4.5 (-6)
(4.5%)

2.2 (-6)

2 (-6)

2.6 (-7)

9.7 (-5)
(95.5%)

7.7 (-5)

SEQUOYAH
(PWR)

>5.7 (-5
5.7 (-5)

(?%)

1.5 (-5)

4.5 (-6)

3.5 (-5)
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